
Questions for Remain

I am bored to tears with much of the conventional media, which simply recycle
endless old Project Fear stories as if they were true, parades so called
experts who always back Remain, and fail to ask any of these people the
questions pro Leave would ask. The media interrupts and cross examines Leave
supporters aggressively but rarely asks a difficult question of a Remain
“expert” or supporter. So here’s the sort of questions they should be asked,
in the interests of balance.

Why do you want to give £39bn away to rich countries on the continent in1.
return for 21 more months of talks with the EU?
Why do you think the EU will give us a good deal on a future2.
relationship in 21 months of talks after March, when they have failed to
offer anything in the 2 years 9 months before March?
Why will it be easier to get a good deal once we have given away the3.
money than it is before we do so?
Why did Remain tell us that leaving the EU meant leaving the single4.
market and customs union if you now say we could negotiate our way back
in?
If you want to stay in either the single market or customs union what do5.
you expect the EU to demand on freedom of movement, budget contributions
and adherence to EU laws?
Why should there be any delays at UK ports where we import food and6.
drugs, when the UK will be controlling the borders there and when
Customs and Excise have already said they can ensure a smooth incoming
border?
Why didn’t the UK economy collapse into recession and massive job losses7.
as Remain and the government predicted for the first year after a Leave
vote?
How would you afford the tax cuts and spending increases which8.
Brexiteers plan from the big savings on the EU budget? Do you accept a
Brexit bonus budget will boost the economy?
Would you like to see lower tariffs or no tariffs on tropical produce9.
from emerging market poorer countries, as the UK can do that once out?
Wouldn’t removing all tariffs on imported comp0nents for manufacture be
a great idea as well?
Wouldn’t another 21 to 45 months of talks prolong the very  business10.
uncertainty you dislike and worry about?
What would you have said if Leave had refused to accept the 197511.
referendum result and demanded a second referendum on the basis that
Remain then lied by saying there would be  no loss of sovereignty by
joining the EEC/EU?
Why do you have such a low view of our country that you think we cannot12.
govern ourselves?
Is there anything the EU has done that you think is wrong or damaging?13.
If so  why didnt you oppose or try to change it?
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